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STUDY NOTES

Outcomes of an event are the possible results. For example, if a coin is tossed there are two possible

outcomes, a head or a tail.

Probability often deals with simple experiments or trials.

Random events occur completely by chance. There is no system, method or pattern if an event occurs at

random.

The frequency of an event is the number of times that event occurs. The relative frequency is given by

frequency of the event
#.Forexample,ifaspinnerisspun30timesand2appears7times,thentherelativetotal trequency

'7

frequency of 2 is ,.
Relative frequency can be used to predict future experimental outcomes. For example, if the same

spinner was spun 120 times we would expect 2 to appear28 times (lOx nOl.Using a large number of

trials gives a more accurate relative frequency, which in turn is more efficient at future predictions.

P(A) is the probabitity of an event A. P(A) =

For example, when a die is tossed there are 6 possible outcomes (1,,2,3,4,5 or 6). There is one chance in

6 of tossing a2.Wesay the probability of tossing aZ rs t.
If an event, A, is impossible then P(A) = 0. If the event is certain, then P('4) = 1' Otherwise the

probability of an event is always between 0 and 1. 0 < P(A) < I-

Lists and tables can be used to keep track of the sample space. For example, a table is the best way to

consider the results when two dice are thrown together. Use a system when creating a list. That way you

are less likely to leave things out.

A Venn diagram is another tool used in probability. Intersecting circles are

used to keep track of the number of outcomes favourable to certain events. For

example, this Venn diagram has been drawn to show the numbers of
students studying either history or geography. A total of 39 (18 + 5 + 1,4 + 2)

students were surveyed. 2 studied neither history nor geography' (They are outside

the circles.) 5 studied both subjects. (They lie inside both circles.) 18 studied only

history AuiZZ (18 + 5) studied history. l-4 studied only geography but t9 (74 + 5) studied geography

altogether.
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STUDY NOTES

In probability we consider the likelihood of certain events. The set of all possible outcomes is called the
sample space. For example, if the colour of a card chosen at random from a pack of playing cards is noted,
the sample space is red and black.

P(,4) is the probability of an event A. It is the chance that the event -4 occurs.
number of outcomes that give,4

P(A) = number of outcomes in the sample space

The probability of an event is usually expressed as a fraction, but it could also be given as a decimal or
percentage. If the probability of an event is 0, the event is impossible. If the probability of an event is

l-, the event is certain. Otherwise the probability of an event will be between 0 and L. The sum of the
probabilities of all possible outcomes must always be 1.

lf two events are such that if one doesn't happen then the other must, the events are complementary.
The probability of an event is one minus the probability of the complementary event. For example_, if the

probability that it will rain tomorro* is 1, the probability that it will not rain tomorrow is 1 - + = ?333
When considering two-step events we need to know if the likelihood of one part occurring is influenced

by the likelihood of the other. It is important to know when balls are chosen from a bag, for example,

whether it is with or without replacement; that is, whether or not the first ball is replaced before the

second ball is drawn. The reason why this is important is because the probability for the second ball will
be different if the first ball is not replaced.

A tree diagram is simply a tool used to help determine the sample space and find
probabilities. For example, if drawing a tree diagram to show the possible outcomes
if a coin is tossed twice, the first coin could either be a head or a tail. If the first
coin was a head, the second coin could either be a head or a tail and if the first coin
was a tail, the second coin can either be a head or tail. So, there are four different
possible outcomes.

The probability of two heads is ! and the probability of a head and a tail (in any
21 4

order),ti=,.

In compound events if we can find the sample space, we can then determine the favourable outcomes and

then the probability. For example, if tossing two dice and determining the probability of a sum less than 4,

by drawing a table we can find there are36 possible outcomes of which 3 are favourable (1 and 1, 1 and2,

2 and.l).So the probability of getting a sum less than 4 i.I ot ]-.36 12
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Chapter 3

PROBABILITY

OTHIN6 IN LIFE I' CERTAIN. IN EVERYTI{INa WE VO, WE

OAUOE TAE CAANCE' OF 
'UCCE,'FUL 

OUTCOIIE', FROM

^USINE" 
70 IIEVICINE TO 1|AE WEATHER. gUT FOR MO'T

br Hunam wrroRy, ?RoghglLlry, Tt{E FoR 4AL trvw oF 7HE

f LAlilE OF LAANCE, WA, UrE? FOR ONLY ONE Tl1lN6' 6l.ll9Ll\6'
aUJ-^ (-^ ir^ ,t\ a. r t\a

B.:?*,uD?jqq-b\
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NO9OW KNOW' WHEN

bNi9LtN6 9E6AN. tT

6OE' N LEAST A5 FAR

VMK A5 AN'IENT E,YN,
WHERE ,PORTINA ,t4EN

ANP WO^4EN U'EV FOUR.
StvE? "ASTRAaALI" ti vE
FROA4 ANIA4AL AEELBONES.

THE RO^4AN EM?EROR CLAUDIU' OOBCE-54 Cq WROTE TAE FIR'T KNOWN

TRE#rI'E ON 6A^4BLIN6. UNFORTUNATELY, TAI' qOOK, ..HOW TO WIN AT VICE,'

wA, L6T.

^,IOPERN 
VICE 6REvt POPULAR lN TLIE tilPPLE ME , tN lttiE FOR A RENAIT-

SANCE RAKE, THE ,}IEVALIER OE IAERE, TO ?O'E A 
^4ATI{E^4ATICAL 

?UTJLERI

)1 ONE
lRow9
IE, OR

)7 ONE

-\.IKELIERz

N LEA'I O
,UR TI{ROU
I6LE DIE, (

N LEA'T O
$tx tN 24
OF A PAIR

IN

A

.IKELI
AT Li

:OUR

N6LE
AT Lr

$lX t

;OF

NHN'' LII
?OLLIN6 

'ilx tN Fo
)F A 9lN,
?OLLIN6 I
DOUaLE I
rHROW'
)t DtcE?

WHAT'' I

ROLLIN6
9lX ru F

oF A9t
ROLLIN6

DOUaLE
Tt{ROWi
ot DtcE

(,,

I'
\l

\*----r/



THE CAEVALIER REA)ONEV
THAT THE AVERAaE NUA4BER

OF 
'UUE"FVL 

ROLL' WA'
THE SAhE FOR $OTA 0Nt9LE5t

ctlANCE OF ONe 
'$

AVERAGE NUA4BER IN

FOUR ROLL' -.4U6)

CAANrE OF TOUSLE

,IX IN ONE ROLL

AVERME NUA,IBER IN
24 ROLLT --240n6)

WHY, THEN VIV HE LOSE
TAORE OFTEN WIT}I TIIE
,ECON? 6NASLE?

1

6

..?
7

1

76

2
7

OE TAERE ?UT TAE QUESTION TO AI'
(627-1664.

?A'CAL WROTE AI'
FELLo^I,I 6ENV5 ?IERRE
DE FERI At rua
WITI,{IN A FEW LCTTER',
THE TWO HAV WORKE?
OUT TI|E TIIEORY OF
?ROgAgtLtTY rN rT'
A4OPERN FORIT-EX(ET\,
OF COURSE FOR TAE
chrtoouS.

FRIENR TAE OENIU' aLAI,E ?A,CAL

ALTHOUOH ?A,CAL }1AP EARLIER

OTVEN UP ,tlATtlEi4NtC, A, A FORI4

OF SEXUAL INVULOENCE (!), HE

MREEV TO TACKLE VE lttERE'9
?ROgLEIT,

PEAR PIERRE,
WI{AT A BEAWIFVL
THEORY WE
WOULV I{AVE, IF
ONLY ONE OF U'
COULV PRAW...



BASIC DEFINITIONS
A9 OUR 6Ail9LER ?LAY, A OME, WE PLAY

,CIENTIiT, OBSERVINO TAE OUTCOMEZ

A random experiment
t, THE ?RO(,er, 0F OVSEWINo T[4E

OUTCOIIE OI A CHANCE EVENT.

rue glamentary
OUtCOmeS ARE ALL ?ozatsLE
RE VLTS OF rAE RANPO^,I EXPERI^4ENT.

rns S0lllple SpaGe b rHE ,sI
OR COLLECTION OF ALL THE ELEA4ENTARY

ouTco\er.

IF THE EVENT WA' A COIN T6', FOR

EX\,ttt?LE, TllE RANDOT EXPERIi\ENT
CON'I'T' OF RECORVINa IT' OUTCOIIE.

TI{E ELE'AENTATY OWCOIAES ARE

UEAVS ANP TAIL'.

I

(

t-lo
t!.

R
l!-
t-
h
I
l!_

I
l

THE ,AA?LE 5?ME 15 TAE 591
WRTTEN

[nfl
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TAE 9/1l^?LE 
'?ME 

OF 7HE TI]ROW OF A 5IN6LE DIE I' A LITTLE 9I66ER.

trrutrmmffi
ANP FOR A PAIR OF VICE, THE SA,IAPLE 

'?ACE 
LOOK' LIKE THI' NE IAAKE

ONE VIE WHITE ANP ONE $LMK TO TELL THEI4 APART):

ffiEmHEtmEEnr mtr
mtrmEmnmEtrrmtr
mHffiE[mHmtrmrmtr
trHMEHTtrEtrrtrE
THtrENEEtrNTNtr
trHtrHtrntrtrtrrtrtr

TAI' 
'NA?LE 

5?ME
uA5 76 Gx61
ELEIlENTARY
ov7(o\E,. FOR
THREE ?rcq, THE
,?ME WOULP HAVE

216 ENTRIE', A5 IN
Tl|t, 6x 6x 6 57MK.
AN? FOUR, VICE?

N 
'OTAE 

POINT, WE HAVE TO 
'TO?LI'TINO ANP 

'TART 
THINKIN6...

ffiffi7ffi7ffi%z
AgffiffiLflVffim@ffiffiffiffi,

7ffiffirymm
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NOW LET'' IA4MINE A

RANPOI,I EXPERI^,IENT WlTll
n ELEA4ENTARY OVTCOIIES

01, 02, ... On. wE WANT

TO A',ION EMA OUTEOME

A NU'^ERI'AL WEI6I4T, OR

?ROaAglLlTY, wt{|ul1
MEA'URE' lAE LIKELIAOOV
OF TAN OWCOME', OAUR-
RIN6. WE WRITE TAE ?ROg.

AstLtTy oF oi A' P(O).

FOR EXAA4PLE, IN A FAIR

COIN T6', AEAW ANV

TAIL' ARE EQUALLY LIKELY,

ANP WE A"ION THEIA 9OTA

?ROBABIL|Ty o.5.

P(H) -- Pff) -- O.5

EMA OVTCOME COME' U?

UALF l{e TUrtE. A1K ANY

FOOTF,ALL ?LAYER!

IN THE ROLL OF TWO VICE, TAERE ARE 76 ELEA4ENTARY OUTCOIIES, ALL

EAUALLY LIKELY, 50 THE ?ROBAVILITY OF EA&I 15 1/76,

FOR IN'TANIE,

PGLACK 5, VIHITE 2) =

WHll[1 
^4EAN9: 

tF YOU ROLLEP

TAE VICE A VERY LAROE NUA4BER

OF TITAE', IN THE LON6 RUN

TAt' OUTCOTAE WOVLV OCUR
1n6 0F THE lvAE.

ONE BILLION,2 UUNVREV
A4ILLION... HMK,. WUEEZE.,,

e----:.i,9j'?.3
-;.- -;f;;:!;:2*}*{-*;:-a:tffiz*Cjz;{:Y.3---J1**7:*f:

-io*1*-?i*^4 -
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W}IAT IF OUR aNNaLER C}1EA19
ANP T[.IROW' 

^ 
LOADEV DIE?

FOR THE SAKE OF AR6UA4ENT,

,u??orE T[1AT NOW A 1 @fii.et
U? 25% oF TAe fl/vlE (lN TltE
LON6 RUN).

IN 6ENERAL, ELE^4ENTARY OUTCOITE NEEV NOT IIAVE EQUAL ?ROBABILITY,

d
m&

7AE 6I,IA?LE 
'?ACE 

15 TAE
,ME A9 FOR A FAIR VIE

{1, 2, 7, 4, 5, 6}
BUT THE ?ROBAaILITIES ARE
P'FFERENT. NOW

P0) = O,25 ANP rrlE
RE^4AININ6. ?ROBABILITIES A?V
UP TO ,75,|F 2, 7, 4, 5, ANP
6 WERE ALL EQUALLY LIKELY,
THEN EM}l ONE WOULP I{AVE

?RosAstLtrY O.15 = t cla>.

trEEtsMEX
.15 .15 .15 .15 .lB ,15

TAE ?ROgAgtLtlY
OF ?RECI?IINION



NOW W}1AT 

'AN 
WE 

'AY 
ABOUT

THE ?ROVAgtLtltE P(Q) lu aru
ARBITRARY RANPOA4 EXPERIA4ENT?
FIR'T OF ALL,

P(O)>O
PROaABILITIES ARE NEVER
NEAATIVE. A ?RosuetLtw oF
ZERO A4EAN' AN EVENT IAN'T
}IAPPEN. LE'' THAN ZERO
WOUL? 9E ITEANINaLE,',

SECONV, IF AN EVENT I' CEtrIAIN TO }IAPPEN, WE A'916N IT ?RO1AaILIW 1.
(IN THE LON6 RUN, THN'' THE PRO?ORT'ON OF T'ME' IT WILL OCCUR,)

IN PATTIIULAR,
T}]E TOTAL
?RoaABtLtry
ot TtlE

SAti?LE 5?AcE nusr se 1. E
WE ?O THE FJ,PER\I4ENT, SOl E-
THIN6 I' goUN? To IIAPPENI

?UT THESE TWO TOOEIHER, ANP YOU ILAVE TAE CUARACTERETIC
?RO?ETTEi OF ?ROBABILITY:

P(O)>O ?RosAstLtrl r: NoN-NEONIVE.

P(o) + P(o) *... * P(o) -- 1 ffil,^ffi?rir;bvr?^E:ll our.

{M( nnaeuwvatt )*
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LIKE A CLeyER POLITI'IAN,
WE I{AVE AVOIVEV 

'ERTAINUNPLEA9ANT QUE'TIONS,
,UCA A5 N WAN VOE'
?Roe\vtLtry I^EAN? arup
B) HOW ?O WE A5il6N
?ROBAB|LIT|E' TO
ELEA4 ENTARY OUTCOITE'?

rffi,hI tgt'c ?t cu55 I
I ;onnwxo ercrce. II ure oup I\ eournol... F:----l

HERE ARE SOIAE AP?ROMHE' TI4AT }.IAVE BEEN TAKEN:

Classical reoygtury BAIE? oN
bA1}lBLINb IVEA5, TAE, FUNPAA4ENTAL
A"UMPTON b TI4N THE OA,ME I' FAIR
ANP ALL ELEA4ENTARY OUTCOTAE' UAVE
THE 

'ME 
?ROBABILITr.

,-:..I CttlON!

I vaow NEEz,
) ANEW

\rHeoRYr//

Relative Frequency:
WI,IEN AN EXPERIA,IENT CAN BE RE?EN.
E4 THEN AN EVENT'' PROBAaILITY I'
TI{E PROPORTION OF TIIAE TAE EVENT
OCCUR' IN TI]E LON6 RUN.

Vu

Personol raoslsrLffrt ti6r oF
LIFE'' WENT' ARE NOT RE?ENAaLE.
PER'ONAL PROBAgILITY I' AN
INDIVI DUAL9 ?ERSONAL A'58%I^EN1
OF AN OUTCOT'iIEi' LIKELIHOO?, tF A
O,1iIBLER BELINES TI{AT A HOR'E HA'
A4ORE TI.IAN A 50% CHANCE OF
WINNIN6, HE'LL TAKE AN EVEN BET ON
TAN I4OR'8.

AN OgJE'TIVIST U'E' EITI]ER T[.IE
CLA"ICAL OR FREQUENCY ?EF'NITION
OF ?ROBABILITY, A 

'UqJECTIV$T 
OR

9AYE'IAN A??LIE FOR^4AL LAW, OF
CHANCE TO HI' OWN, OR YOUR,
PER'ONAL ?ROBABILITIE .

HOW VO YOU KNOW THE
ELEA,IENTARY OI'f COIAE

ARE EQUALLY LIKELY
WITI]OUT ROLLIN6 THE
VICE A gILLION TIME'?



BASIC OPERATIONS

'O 
FAR, WE HAVE VI'CU',EV ONLY TI{E

?ROVAVILITY OF ELEIAENTARY OUT(OME,.
IN THEORY, T}.IAT WOULV gE ENOUAH TO
?E'CRISE ANY RANPOA4 EXPERIA4ENT, BUT
IN ?RMTICE IT'' ?RETTY UNWIELPY. FOR
EXAA4PLE, NEN SUCA AN ORPINARY
OUURREN(,C A5 ROLLINa A 

'e/EN 
b

NOT AN ELE^4ENTARY OUTCOME... 
'OwE INTRoPU,E A NEv, IDEA.

AN EVENT 15 A 5gT OF ELEilENTARY OUTCOITE', TAE ?ROVAaILITY OF AN
EVENT I' TAE 

'UM 
OF THE PROBAULfiIES OF THE ELEA4ENTARY OUTCOIAE' IN

TAE 
'gT, 

FOR IN'TAN(,E, 
'OIAE 

B/ENT' IN T}lE LIFE OF A TWO.VICE ROLLER
ARE:

EVENT VE'CNNPN

At vtcl Avv ro Z

Bz vVe Av? TO 6

Cz wure vE ilowS l

?z wur ?E 5Aa$5 1

EVENT'' ELEA4ENTARY

ouTcottg,

t0,z), (2,1)\

t(,5), (2,4), (7,7), @,2), (5,1)l

[ (1,1 ), (1,2), (1,?), (1,4),
(1 ,5), O ,6)\

[ (1,1), (2,1), (?,1), (4,1),
o,1), (6,1)l

?ROgAVtLtTy

PG)=3
,b

P@=*

rca=*

P@)=9
,b

AND W[{EN
vo I 

^ET, y 9H|RT
9ACK?



7AE BEAUTY OF U5IN6
NENT', RATHER T}1AN

ELEA,I ENTARY OU7 CO ME',
15 THN WE IAN 

'O'ABINENENT' TO IAAKE OT}IER
NENT', U'IN, LOOIAL
O?ERNION'. THE
RELEVANT WORV' ARE

AND, OR, ANP NOT.

TAN I', 
'IVEN 

EyENI' 6 AruA F, WE 
'AN 

/}1AKE NEW EVENTS:

E and F, THE EVENT E mra rHE EvENT F sotu occuR.

E OT FI THE EVENT E oa rue EVENT F occuao, oR goTH Vo,

nOt E, rue EVEN1 E voes Nor occt)R.

JUST 7
UTTLE

woR75,

IOA4BININ6 OUR PRIA,IITIVE

PEFTNITTON' OF ?ROgAVtLlry Wr[.|
TAE E LOOI(AL OPERATION' WILL
OIVE U' 

'OIAE 
?OWERFUL

FORIAULAS FOR A4ANIPULATINa

PROBABILITIE'.

T OMgLE COIA?UL'IVELY

AND r Lotr rAY swrr
AND tA. ?ArcAL t5 ,rtLL
woRKrN6 0N i4y ?ROBLEtA.
WHAT ARE IAY CAANCE'

AVE' TU, ZHERIE?

?7



Lgr't RETURN To rAE vtcE-THRowlNa EIM?LE. tF C t5 TUE EvENT [wure
vtE -- 11, apv ? t, THE EVENT let Nr ptE = r], THEN

ENEffiEEgTMtrffiTffiE
MHMHffiTMEMTME
mHmE[ffinmEmrmtr
EtrEEtrNEtrHTETT
rtrnEnnnEnrmE,mEHEAnAtrATHI

Con?nrue
ENTIRE 

'AAVEVAREA WHERE ONE
?IE OR TAE
OTAER I' 1.

C ANvPtc
WI{ERE T}lE
SAAVEV AREA'
OVERLAR WI.IERE

9OTA VICE ARE 1.

THIS ILLUSTRNE TAE AwtTtON RULE: FOR ANy NENI1 E, F,

P(E oR F) = P(E) + P(F) - P(E AND F)

AV?IN6 PG)+P(D DovgLE coUNTS rHE ELE^,IENrARr oLtrcona ,UARE? ey
6 arua F, 5o wE nurr SuwRMT TUE EXTRA Al4ouNT, wHrt{ to PG AND A.

IN TI4E ABOVE EXMPLE,

Pc oR ,, -- 1l-u

A5 YOU CAN 

'EE 
VY COUNTINO

ELEA4ENTARY OW COME,, LIKEWISE,

ANP WE IONFIRA4 TI4E FORA4ULA:

P(A + P@) - PG AND ?)
66111
76 76 76 76

= P(C oR P)



I

ANP FTNALLY, A SUtrfRArTlON RULE: FoR ANv ilENI E,

P(E)=1-P(NorE)
7AI' 15 U'EFUL WHEN PNOT D N ErcrcR TO COM?UTE TI.IAN P(4, FOR

INSTANCE, Lq E sE 7Ue EVENT lt vOWVe-l t' NOT THROWNI. THE EVENT

NoT-4 la vousue-l E T[.tRowtr], ual ?RosAstLtrv PNoT D -- ttzo.

ffi
E[3
EE
TM
EM
EM

1- 1

76

75
76

50

P(6)=1-P(ttotE)
rtrEtrEtrHtrEtrrnunrrHtrHn
TMEHTMHEEE
TffiEMTMHMEffi
xmtrm[ffiHmHm
rmHmtmEmHm

SoMETttiE, THE ovERLAr 6 AND F o enru, ANp rHE TWo EVENT, ,HARE No
ELEI{ENTARr ouTcoME . lN THAT cArE, we. aAy E mr F ARE tr\uruAlLy
EXCLUiIVE, 

^4AKIN6 
PG ANV N-.O. HERE WE ,EETHE 

^4UTUALLYEXCLU'IVE NENT' A, IAE VICE AW TO ?, ANV B, tHE VVE AV? TO 6,

FOR A4UTUALLY EXCLU'IIVE NENT', WE OET A 5?ECIAL APPITION RULE]. IF E
arua F ARE /lluruALLY ExcLvavE, THEN

P(E oR F) = P(E) + P(F)

ANP wE cHEcK tutt P(A oR E) '- 72
-= -+76 76

L -- rcn> + PG)

mHmE[ffinmE
ffiEmHmnmr
MHMHtrN

79



TAE FORIIULA' WE JU'I ?ERIVEV
ARE, IN FM7, AVEQUNE FOR
AN'WERINa VE MERE', QUESTION.
BUT NOT EA'ILY! UOU IAIOAT TRY

U'IN, THEA4 ON A 
'IIA?LERQUEiTtONt WHN? TAE ?ROgAgtLtTY

OF ROLLIN6 N LEA'I ONE 
'IX 

IN

TWO ROLL' OF A 
'IN6LE 

VIET) WE

NEEP,^ORE'^AII{INERYI

conditional
probability
(AN E'SENTIAL IONIEPT IN

,TNt,TtC,!).

^U??o'E 
WE ALTER oUR EXPERIA4ENT To T}lRow TI{E W}4ITE vrc aEFoRE lue

aLMK vt;. wHN'l TAE ?RovlgtLtry oF EvENT A, rHar ru? FMES ,uM To z?

EEFORE TAC VrcE,

ARE TI{ROWN, TI4E

?ROBABILITY 15

NOW 
'U??O'E 

lAE
WHITE VIE COIAE'
uP r (EvENt Cl,
WHN'' THE,

?ROgABILITY
or Apowz

PG)= L
76

.'//?---.

40
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WE EALL IT lHE
,ONDITIONAL
PROEA'ILITY T}1AT

EvENT A wuu o(ct)R,
6IVEN THE CONDITION
Tl.rAT EVENT C uao
ALREAW OCCURRE?,

WE WRITE

P(Arc)
ANP 

'AY 
"T}lE

?ROgAgtLtTy oF A,
atvav c."

aEFORE ANY VICE WERE THROWN, T].IE 
'M?LE '?ME 

AA? 76 OUTCOIIE',
Bur Now rHAT THE EVENT C np occuRRav, TAE ourcowE Murr gELoNo
TO lAE REDUCEV 

^T,IA?LE 
9?ACE C,

IN THE REWCEV 5M?LE 5?ME OF iIX ELEI}IENTARY OW(OIAE,, ONLY ONE
OUTCOME O,2) 

'UM' 
TO 7. 

'O 
TAE CON7ffIONAL PROBABILIry $ V6.

tr
tr

tr
f,
f

tr
tr

trt tr
H

tr
E

'EE 
HOW

?ROgABtLtltE
CHANaE A'
THE WORLP

atoLvES?

IN 6ENERAL, TO FINP
THE CONVITIONAL

?RoeAstLtrY PGln,
WE LOOK N TAE
EVENTEAXVFIo
?AKI OF TAE REVUCEV

SAIA?LE geue F.
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WE TRAN'LNE 7AI'
INTO A FORA4AL

PEFINITIoN: THE TONDITIONAL
?ROqAatLtTy Ot E, 6!YEN F, ro

P(EIF) =
P(E and F)

P(F)

FRO^4 WHIII{ YOU CAN VIREnLY
VERIFY SOME INTVITIYE FMTiz

PGIA--1 (oNcE E occvar,
ff', CErINNJ

W}.IEN E ANP F ARE 
^4UTUALLYEXCLU'IVE,

P(Etn'-O @NcE F uto
occueeEv, E t5
VA?O,5IVLE.)

I
I
I

REARRAN6INo TAe PEFINITIoN oIvES U' T}1E ,AULTIPLI,ATION RULEI

P(E and F) = P(ElF)P(F)
W}IIII.I WE WOULV LIKE TO RE?UCE TO A "'?ECIAL' A4ULTIPLIIATION RULE

UNpER TUE FAVoRABLE ctRct)tAtrANcES rur PGlfi = PG). TI{AT wouLp
9E EXCELLENT!

/t,,--\.
/ ANP wHrLE You'RE
/ walrNo FoR TtlE

= 
NEXT ?AGa NoTE THAT, r\En I r, u7E, r\r

I gwaPPtNa E ttl F
I pRova rtAlr.
\ P(1PEID=PG)PGD.
\-/

\ ,-r'
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INDEPENDENCE and the
special multiplication rule
rwo NENrr E tll F me INDEpENDENT oF EMA orAER tF rle
OCCURRENCE OF ONE HA' NO INFLUEN'E ON T}4E ?ROBAaILITY OF TAE
OT}IER. FOR IN'TANCE, THE ROLL OF ONE VIE ]1A' NO EFFECT ON THE

ROLL OF ANOT}IER UNLE" TAEY'RE, 6LUEV TOaETAER, MAaNETIC, trTc,!)

*qfi.. Qt Dt)e.

IN TERA4' OF CONVITIONAL PROBABILITY, THI' AA4OUNT' 10 ,.AYIN6

P(E) = PGln oR EeutvALENrLy, PG) = PGIA.wHsru 6 aNr F ms
INPEPENPENT, WE 6trT A 9?ECIAL 

'AULTIPLI'ATION 
RULEZ

P(E AND F) = P(E) P(F)

LET'' VERIFY T}.IE INPEPENPEN'E OF VICE,, USINO TAE FORNU*0, C I' TAE

EvENT [wurrs cotiEt ur t], P o rue EvENT lsuucr eE cowEs up tlr
ANP WE HAVE

PGID = 
PG#-N -

I4 =!--rof5
6

gUT THE WHITE PIE ,I{OWINO 1 OaVIOUOIV VOEi AFFE6 THE CAANCES THN
TAE 

'UM 
OF TAE TWO VICE 15 7!

pGlA - P(A ANV A _-

PG)
P(,2) -
PG)

I
1A

Ial
16
6

,O TAE'E TWO EVENT' ARE NOT INDEPENDENT.

PG)



qEFORE 6OINO ON, LgT', 
'VMMARIZE 

ALL THE RULES WE'VE MaUIIULNE?,

APPITION RULE:

P(E oR F) = P(E) + P(F) - P(E AND F)

5?ECIAL A??ITION RULE: WHEN 6 MA F *E
IIUTUALLY EXCLU'IVE,

P(E oR F) = P(E) + P(F)

9U9TRMTION RULE:

P(E) = 1-P(Nor E)

IAULTI?LICNION RULE:

P(E AND F) = P(EIF)P(F)

,?EC!AL IfiULI|?L\CNION RULE: W[{EN 6 arua F
ARE INPEPENPENT,

P(E AND F) = P(E)P(F)

ANp Now, vE TAERE', ?RogLEtt N LA'T-. Lgr E gE TAE EVENT oF oETTtNo
N LEArr oqe ,$ tN FouR RaLL, oF A StNoLE vtE. wt{AT', P(A? THt, t5
ONE OF TAUE WENTS WHUE NEONTVE t9 EAT\ER TO vE CRtgE, NOT E tO

THE EVENT OF OETTIN, NO 5IXE5 IN FOUR T[{ROW9. IT

tF Ai t, TtlE EVENT [armUa ruO

,tx tN THE rrH THROW], WE KNOW

rAN P(A) -- 5/6. WE AL,O KNOW
lAN ROLL' ARE IN?EPENPENT, 

'O
P(NOT 6) =
P(Ar ANP Az ANv A? ANv A4)

A,TULTIPLIIATION "\r --(2\o -- o.4e2\6t
,o

P(A'-1-P(Nor a = O,51O
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NOW TI.IE ,IECONV HALF: LET F gE fiE EVENT OF OETTIN' NT LEA'T ONE
VOI)^LE 

'IX 
IN 24 TAROW'. 

'\6AIN, 
NOT F $ EA,r.JR TO ?E CRIqE, ff'' THE

EVENT OF 
^ETINO 

NO DOUELE 5IXE9,

BRAVO'
(NVtE

tF Bi ]t rHE EVENT INO vOUWe
at( t5 THROWN ON TtlE frx ROLL],

TIIEN NOT F.4 AND Bz AND... Bz4,

THE ?ROVAgtLtTv OF EMA 4 t'

pG) -_#, ,o

P(Nor F, = (*io -- .uo,

gY THE TAULTI?LICNION RULE,

ANP WE CONCLU?E TAN

P(F) = 1-PNoT F)

--1-.5Oq = ,497

VE IAERE IOLV ?A,CAL I]E I.IAP MTUALLY OT'ERVEV T}1AT EVENT F OCCUAAEV

LE" OFTEN THAN EVENT E, gUT IIE WA' N A L&' TO EXPLAIN WHY-. FRO^4

WHIIH WE CONCLUVE TAN VE IIERE 6AIfIYLE7 OFTEN ANP KEPT CAREFUL
RECORW!!

WI{AT ARE
IAY OW OF
aETI\NO IN?

'Fi r-

q
r&

a

o ;'r

? NOW LET'' LEAVE lAE
t cAqqo ANP REJoTN TlCA'INO ANP REJOIN T]1E

o'+B
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SKILLS CHEC

When a coin was tossed 20 times, a head appeared 12 times. What is the relative frequency of:

a heads? b tails?

A fair die is tossed once. What is the probability that the number on the uppermost face is:

t4? b 1? c6? cl 7?

A number is chosen at random from the set {1, 2, 3,4,5,6,7 ,8,9}. What is the probability that the
number is:

;, 7?

d less than 10?

r6?

b even?

e 12?

c odd?

f greater than 3?

In an experiment a die was tossed 50 times and the number of times each number appeared was recordec
The results are shown in the table below.

Number 1 2 J 4 5 6

Frequency 8 '1 8 10 9 8

What is the relative frequency of:
a2? lr5?

A bag holds 5 black, 4 yellow and 3 green counters. If one counter is selected at random, what is the
probability that it is:

a black? o yellow? r red? d not black?

A number of people were surveyed as to whether they played sport,
went to a party or went to a movie on a particular weekend. The results
are shown in the Venn diagram. How many people:
.i were surveyed?
ir did not partlcipate in any of these activities over the weekend?

r did all three?

d went to both a movie and a party but didn't play sport?
e played sport?

The table shows the results when a number of people were surveyed about their weight.

Overweighl Not overweight Total

Men IJ

42

56

60

129

Women t02

Total 115 1.16 231

a

b

C

d

How many people were surveyed?

What fraction of men were overweight?
What fraction of women were not overweight?
What fraction of overweight people were men?

PA6T:

184-1i

Z'
Lp0'

ZI
Tos

92090St.6
V, 69 Tvn Zl0aIP a)

c

1r

9II LI 6ZI
ELP u' uQ

669
;q i"t 0P 1:

ITZC L

99
iq i

a4?
zza tp z) 9q gte 9

9S
e Z Zq a" L ilalnsLlv
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(fl[[) Muttipte choice
A die is thrown once. What is the probability
that the number on the uppermost face is 5?

A + B 1 ' 5 Dnoneofthese5 6 6 ,,1 rr;.rrk)

A bag holds 5 green and 3 yellow marbles.
If a marble is chosen at random, what is the
probability that it is yellow?

A-1 B 3 c 5 Dnoneofthese5 8 8 'lrrr.rrk)
As a car approached each intersection, a passenger
recorded the colour of the traffic lights. She found
the lights were red 37 times, green 28 times and
amber 9 times. What is the relative frequency of
amber lights?

oo
I nr.trr< )

a cat nor a dog?

x lOOo/o =
l
:o/o

TERMEDIATE

fl,oo*
\7) tts tto

@oo,,,n

'il

A drawing pin was dropped 100 times and
a record was made according to whether it
landed point down or point up. The results are
shown in the table.

Point I Point up
down

45,55

What is the relative frequency, as a
percentage, of the pin landing point down?

llr(l':

If the pin was dropped 120 times,
approximately how manv times would it
land point up? ,. , , ri i

A cardboard spinner is
pentagonal in shape. As shown
in the diagram it has two red
spaces, two grey spaces and one
blue space.
a If the spinner has an equal

chance of landing on any of the spaces,
what is the probability that it will
land on grey? 1 1 rnar k;

b The spinner is spun 100 times.
It lands on red 37 times and on grey
41 times. What is the relative frequency
of blue? (2 rr-,,' ir,,t

The spinner was spun 200 times.
Using the relative frequency in part b,
find the number of times it should land
on red? Justify your answer. /,i '- ,., I

A survey about pets was taken of 60 households.
38 had at least one dog, 32had a cat and 14 had
both. What is the probability that a household
selected at random from this group had neither

9 D9
6s 743728

QfiD Short Answer
4 A table has been drawn to show the responses

when a group of men and women were asked
which brand of coffee (X or Y) and which
brand of chocolate(A or B) they preferred.

a The number of people who preferred
brand A chocolate and brand Y coffee
can't be read. What should it be?

( I rr.trk)
b What is the probability that a person:

i who preferred brand A chocolate also
preferred brand X coffee? ( 1 ;r r .r r.k r

ii who preferred brand Y coffee also
preferred brand B chocolate? ( 'l nr .r r k )

iii chosen at random from the group
preferred brand B chocolate and
brand X coffee? (2 nr,,r"ks;

What is the probability of getting a blue peg
when choosing a peg at random from a bag
holding 2bhte,1 green and 3 red pegs?

(2 r:rarks)

x Y TotaI

A 32 a 63

B t9 56 75

Total 51 87

n
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Ellen rolled a die 60 times. The number of
times each score was obtained is shown in the
table.

Number I 2 J 4 5 6

Flequency 8 11 10 9 9 13

a What is the relative frequency, as a fraction
in simplest form, of a score:

In another trial2 occurred 8 times. The
relative frequency of 2 and 3 respectively

*u. ] and 1. How many times did 1 occur?34
(2 m.rrL,

A bag holds marbles in three different
colours. 8 marbles are green, 6 are blue
and the rest are red. The probability of
randomly choosing a blue marble from the

bag is ]. What is the probability of choosine"9
a red marble? (2 rr.tr-.
Another bag also has marbles in the same
three colours. The probability of choosing

a blue marble is l and the probability of
4

choosing a red marble is ]. Wfrat i, the
5

probability of choosing a green marble?
(2 mar.

i of.Z?

ii of 5?

iii that is even?
iv greater than2?
v less than 3?

(1 nra r li)

(1 nrark)
(1 nrark)
(1 rrark)
(1 rnark)

b How many times would you expect
each score to occur? (1 nr.rrk)

c Which scores occurred more often
than you would expect? (1 nraikl

d A second trial is to be conducted, rolling
the die 240 times. Ellen commented that
she would expect to get a score of one
32 times. Do you agree? Justify your
answer. (2 rnarks)

A coin is tossed 24 times. The relative
j

frequency of heads is -.8
a How many times did tails appear?

(1 nrark)
b In a second trial the same coin was tossed

40 times. The number of tails was the same
as in the first trial. What is the relative
frequency of heads for the second trial?

(1 mark)
c Jonah commented that the overall relative

frequency of heads must be 1. Do you
agree? Justify your answer. z

(2 rnar <s)

Elsie made this
spinner.
a What is the

theoretical
probability
of spinning 3?

In three different trials, each involving
36 spins, the number 3 was spun 8, 6 and
7 times respectively. Is this what you would
expect? Comment. (2 nrarks)

A Venn diagram has been
drawn to show the number
of students from Year 9
who represented a school
in athletics, swimming
or cross-country. What
is the probability that
a randomly chosen student from Year 9
represented the school in:
a swimming?
b all three sports?

c only cross-country?
d athletics and cross-country but not

swimming?
e

T

exactly two of the sports?

swimming or athletics but not both?
(1 r""

A group of 50 students was asked if they had
seen two movies. 1"9 of the students had seen
Rus, and 23 had seen Flashy, while 14 had nor
seen either movie. If a student is chosen at
random from the group, what is the probabilirr
that he or she had seen both?

( I nrar k)

(1 rr-
(1 rr.-
( 1 nr.:

( | nt.
(1 nr.,

(2 mar.

$ roo,,

Jv/i 186-1t'

@"''"30

@''\ rz)\q-l
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Range for males = 96 - 43

=53
Range for females = 97 - 45

=52
The range is very slightly
higher for males than
for females, but it is very
similar for both groups.

, Median for males = 71
Median for females = 76
So the median is 5 years
higher for females than for
males.

Mean for males = 70.3
(1 d.p.; by calculator)
Mean for females = 74.8
(1 d.p.; by calculator)
So the mean age for females
is 4.5 years older than for
males.

The modal age for males = 67
The ages for females are
bimodal.
The modes for females are
68 and 83.

So the modal age for males
is very similar to one of the
modal ages for females,
but there is a second mode
for females that is much
higher. As the modal age
only occurs once more than
most other ages it is not a
particularly useful measure.

From the stem-and-leaf
plot we can immediately
see that there are many
more males than females.
From the mean and median
we can also see that males
tend to have problems
at a younger age than
females.

The range for males
decreases by 9 to 44.
The mean age would
decrease to just under 70
(69.7), but the median
and mode would not
change.
There is now a more
obvious difference between
the males and females, with

the males tending to present
at a younger age than
females.

Qlz2
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

567891.0

There are 24 students in the
class.

Yes, Jesse is correct.
The range for quiz 1 is 6
while the range for quiz 2
is 5. So the spread of scores
is less in quiz 2, (but only
slightly).

Quiz 1:

mean = 7.8 (1 d.p.)
median = 8
Quiz2
mean = 7.375
median = 7.5
So, both the mean and
median were higher for
quiz 1, so that is the quiz
in which the students
performed best.

Total frequency
=4+5+7 +6+2
=24

There are 24 students in the
class.

First test:
Mean

=(4x3+5x4+7x5
+6x6+2x7)+24

= 4.875

Second test:
Mean
=(3x4+4x5+5x6+6x7

+4x8 +2x9)+24
= 6.4166...

Increase

= 6.41.66... - 4.875

= 1..541666...

= 1.s (1d.p.)

There are 24 scores
altogether. The median in
each test is the average of
the 12th and 13th score.
First test: Median = 5
Second test: median = 6.5
Difference = 1.5

1 , Relative frequency of he:s
__12

20

=1
5

Quiz 1

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
45 67 8 910

i.
{
tt

4

Number of
messages

Frequency
in morning

Frequenc.r
in afrernor

0 8 5

t 6 7

2 4

J 2 J

4 J

Oba-8L
CK YOUR SOLUT]

First test: range =7 -3
=4

Secondtest:range=9-4
=5

The range increased by one
mark.

On the whole, the students
performed better in the
second test than in the first
test. The mean and median
both increased by 1.5.

The most common score
in the first test was 5 and
in the second test 7, so

this also increased. The
range was slightly larger
for the second test so those
marks were a little less
consistent.

Morning: mean = l-.3
median = 1

mode = 0
rurlge= 4

Afternoon: mean = 1.4
median = 1

mode = 1

ran$e = 4
The median and range are th.
same for both times. The moo:
and mean are slightly higher ::
the afternoon.
There is not a lot of differen.-:
statistically.

l, i[:'rl ,,
..-,.'.:1 ,*,1,L5
SKITLS CHECK PAGE IC
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,; Numberof tails =20-12
-8

Relative frequency of tails

=8
20

=Z
5

[It is impossible.]

There are 9 numbers.
P0\= L

9

There are 4 even numbers.

P(even) = 4
9

There are 5 odd numbers.

P(odd) = I
9

All the numbers are less

than 10.

P(number less than 10) = 1

[It is certain.]

P(12) = 0 [It is imPossible.]

P(number greater than 3)

=5_
9

=Z
J

relative frequency ot2= 
-J-^50

, relative frequency of 5 = {
50

' relative frequencyof U = *
_4

25

Totalcounters=5+4+3
=t2

5 counters are black.

P(black) = a
t2

4 counters are yellow.

P(vellow) = 4
12

=_L
J

No counters are red.
P(red) = g

7 counters are not black.
P(not black) = Z

12

wa-?L
K YOUR soL

P(vellow) = 1
8

[There are 8 marbles to choose
from; 3 of those marbles are
yellow.l
.'.:F

Number of traffic lights

=37 +28 +9
=74

Number of amber lights = 9
Relative frequency of amber
_9

74
. .\

. Missingnumber =63-32
=31

P.x\ =2
63

132 ottt of the 63 who
prefer brand A]

P(B) = 56
87

[56 out of the 87 who
prefer brand Y]

,. Total people

=63 +75
= 138

P(B and X) = -]g
138

Number of pegs =2 + 3 + I
=6

P(blue oes) = 2
o

_l
J

,, P(srev) = 2)
[There are five spaces, two
of which are grey.]

. Lands on red or grey
37 + 4l = 78 times

Times it lands on blue

= 100-78
-))

Relative frequency of blue

=22
100

=tl
50

s| 1.,

2 , PU\=L
6

P(1) =1
6

, P(6)=+
6

' P(7)=s

Number surveyed

=10+7 +3+2+8+4+6+5
=45

Number in no activities = 5

[There are 5 not in any of
the circles.]

Number in all three
activities = 2

[There are2in all three
circles.]

Number who went to movie
and party, no sport = 4

Number who played sport

=t0 +7 +3 +2
-'))

People surveyed = 231

73 out of 129 men were

overweisht: 73" 'r29
60 out of 102 women were

not overweisht' 60 - 10
" 102 17

73 ofthe L15 overweight
. /1

people were men: 
-

, ,..- iri' - .'i. ti!
INTERMEDIATE TEST PAGE 103

I p(five) = I [There are 6
6

outcomes, one of those six is

the desired outcome.]

DXC€I ttt'\il

,O{ar
lrqidbt

Not
oltrr
{,@

Total

Men 73 56 r2:)

r02Women 42 60

Total 115 t1,6 231



,ob
^;".-LK YOUR SOLU

Relative frequency of red

=37
100

In 200 spins it should land
on red.
37 x20O= 74 times.

100

, Relative frequency

ot2=L
60

, Relative frequency

of5=9
60

_3
20

Total even scores

=11+9+13
= -r-,

Relative frequency of
even = 33

60

= 11

20

. Total greater thaoz
=10+9+9+13
=47

Relative frequency

=47
60

. Total less than 3

= 8 + 11

=19
Relative frequency

=19
60

60+6=10
Each score would be
expected to occur 10 times.

The scores 2 and 6 occurred
more times than would be
expected. :

240+6=40
Each score would be
expected to occur
40 times.
If the relative frequency
for 1 was used that would
give an expected result of
32,but if the die is fair each
score should occur an equal
number of times.

Relative frequency

of heads = 1
8

So relative frequency

of tails = I
8

Number of tails

= trx24
8

=15

r Tails occurred 15 times
Number of heads = 40 - 15

a<
=LJ

Relative frequency of heads

=25
40

_5
8

In first trial, number of
heads

=24 -15
=9

Total heads =9 +25
=34

Total tosses =24 + 40

=64
Relative frequency of heads

=34
64

=17
32

The relative frequency is

not ]. So, Jonah is wrong.
2

In 36 spins you would
expect to spin 3 a quarter
of the times. So you would
expect to spin 3 nine times.
In three different trials,
3 was spun less than this
expected number, although
not much less.
It may be that the spinner is

not fair, but we need manr'
more trials to be certain of
this.

8 is 1of the number of
J

times spun.
Numberoftimes=3x8

=24
Number of times 3 was spun

=!x24
4

=6

4 households had neither a dog
nor a cat.

[14 had both so 38 - 14 =24had
a dog and not a cat. 32 - 14 = 18

had a cat and not a dog.
24 + 14+ 18 = 56 so 4 (60 - 56)
had neither animal.]
P(neither animal) = a

60

_1
15

Relative frequency of pin
landing point down

=45
100

= 45"h

Relative frequency of pin
landing point up

=55
100

=11
20

In 120 trials the pin should
land point up approximately
L x I20= 66 times.
20

[Or: Relative frequency of
pin landing point up = 55o/o.

In 120 trials it should land
point up 55"/o of L20 = 66
times.]

|r, ., .,i i i..:.iti, .t t

.,i \i,r!'r'l ,

ADVANCED TEST PAGE 104

'l

Number 2 J 4 5 6

Flequency 8 11 10 9 9 13

P(3) =a
12

=t
4
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CH ECK
}
YOU

Number of times 1 was spun

=2a-$+6)
=10

There are 6 blue marbles.

P(blue) -Z- 6
927

So there are 27 marbles
altogether.
Number of red marbles

=27-(8+6)
=13

P(red) = ll
27

P(blueorred) =l*Z45
=13

20

P(green)
= 1 - P(blue or red)

. l.l
=l--

20

Total Year 9 students = 86

Number representing in
swimming

=3 +9 +2+5
=19

P(swimmins; = 19
tt6

P(all3 sports) =

P(only cross-country)

=t2
6r)

_6
43

P(athletics, cross-country,
no swimming)

_6
86

-1

43

Number representing rn

exactly 2 sports
=3+5+6
=14

P(exactly 2 sports)

=14
86

_1
43

Number in swimming or
athletics but not both

=9+5+6+8
=28

P(swimming or athletics but
not both)

_28
86

=t4
43

l4 had not seen either movie.
Number who had seen a movie

=50-14
=36

Now19+23=42
42-36=6
So 6 students must have seen
hoth.

P(seen both)

SKIILS CHECK PAGE 106

t head, tail

6,7,8.9

2 1,2,3,4,5,6
A,E,G,N,R,S,T

+123456
1234567
2345678
3456789
45678910
5 6 7 8 9 l0 ll
6 7 8 9 lr) ll 1.2

_7
20

P(even) =lE
.36

=1
2

2

86

1

43

_6
50

_3
25

3 P(notk)=1-!
/h

')\
-%

,<i
P(HH\ = L

4

PtrT) = L
4

P(one head and one tail)

=z=r42
P(at least one head) = 3

4

Totaltees=5+4
-o

P(white) = 4
9

YEAR 9 MATHEMATICS

HT
TU

TT

41

I

j>
R SOLUTIONS

P(8) = a
36

P(less than 4) = I
36

_1
12

P(sreater than 6) = 21
JO

_1
12

If the first pen is replaced
there are 10 pens to choose
from. 7 of which are blue.

P(blue) = Z
10

If the first pen is not
replaced, 9 pens remain,
6 of which are blue.

P(blue) = 6
9

=Z
3

H HH

T

14

Excel



SKI LLS CH EC

List all the possible outcomes if:
a a coin is tossed once
b a whole number, greater than 5 and less than 10, is chosen at random

List the sample space if:
a a die is thrown once

b a letter is chosen at random from the word 'STRANGE'

The probability that a letter chosen at random from the alphabet is 'k' is ].
Whai is the probability that the letter is not 'k'? 26

The table shows the possible outcomes if two dice are tossed
together and the numbers on the uppermost faces added. What
is the probability that the total is:

a8?
b less than 4?

c greater than 6?

d even?

A box holds 7 blue and 3 red pens. Dan takes out a pen and finds that it is blue. He then takes a second

pen at random. What is the probability that the second pen is blue if:
a the first pen is replaced before the second pen is selected?
b the first pen is not replaced before the second pen is selected?

A tree diagram has been drawn to show the possible results when two corns

are tossed. Wha[ is the probability that: a'1",-.<';a both coins show heads?

c one coin shows a head and one shows a tail?

azl
-) -oL1

b both coins show tails?
d at least one coin shows a head?

A bag holds 5 yellow and 4 white golf tees. One tee is chosen at random from the bag.

a What is the probability that it is white?
b A second tee is chosen at random. What is the probability that it is also white (the first tee not havins

been replaced)?
c If the first tee was replaced, what is the probability that the second tee chosen is white?

There are 3 marbles in a box; one is red, one blue and one green. Mia takes a marble from the box, notes

the colour and then replaces it. She then again takes a marble from the box.
a Draw a tree diagram to show the possible results.
b What is the probability that one marble is red and one is blue?

There are 3 marbles in a box; one is red, one blue and one green. Pia takes a marble from the box and
does not replace it. She then again takes a marble from the box.
a Draw a tree diagram to show the possible results.
b What is the probability that one marble is red and one is blue?
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Which could NOT be the probability of an

event?

There are four blue, three red and two green pegs

in a bag. Two pegs are taken from the bag, one
after the other, without replacement.
The first peg is red. What is the probability that
the second peg is also red?

Two coins are tossed together. What is the
probability that both show tails?

1II.Ai t5 , ..noneofthese

There are three ribbons in a box. Two are pink
and one is blue. One ribbon is taken from the

box, its colour is noted, and then it is replaced.
A second ribbon is then taken. What is the
probability that both ribbons are blue?

11A 0 r, ; . , '' none of these

There are four calves in a yard. Two calves are
black, one is red and one is white. A buyer is

choosing two of the calves. Each of the calves is

equally likely to be chosen.
a Draw a tree diagram to show the possible

pairings of calves.
Lr What is the probability that both chosen

calves are black?
,- What is the probability that at least one of

the chosen calves is red?

'J The buyer makes her first choice and
chooses one of the black calves. What is the
probability that the other calf will also be
black?

Paris and Dane play a game. They throw two
dice together and subtract the lower value from
the higher to form the score. (The score is zero

if the numbers on the dice are the same.) Paris
wins the game if the score is 1 or 3. Dane wins

NTERMEDIATE TEil I
if the score is 2, 4 or 5. Who has the greater
chance of winning? Justify your answer.

There are three pens in a case: one black, one
blue and one red. Without looking, Julie takes
two pens from the case.

What is the probability that the pens are

black and blue?
, James knows that the first pen Julie took

was black. What is the probability that the
pens are black and blue?

There are five cards in a hat. The letters A,
B, C, D and E are written on the cards, one

letter on each card. One card is taken, without
looking, from the hat. The first card is not
replaced and a second card is then drawn.

What is the probability that the first card
shows B?

,, What is the probability that the second card

shows C?
Make a list of all the possible outcomes for
the two cards.

'i What is the probability that the cards are D
and E, in any order?
If the first card was replaced before
the second card was drawn. what is the
probability that the cards are D and E (in
any order)?

x 1000/o =
20
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One red, one green and two blue pencils are on
a desk.

a Draw a tree diagram and show the sample
space if two pencils are taken (without
replacement).

b What is the probability that:
i both pencils are blue?
ii both pencils are the same colour?

(1 mark)
iii the first pencil is red? (i r-nark)
iv exactly one pencil is blue? ( 1 ir r .i r k )

v neither pencil is blue? (1 rrrark)
vi neitherisred? (1 rn.rrk)
viii one is green and one is blue? (1 rnar k)

c If the first pencil is replaced before
the second is taken will the probability
of getting 2bhte pencils be greater or less
than before? Justify your answen

(2 nrarks)

There are six mugs on a table, four are white
and two are blue. Jack takes one of the mugs
and then Cath takes one of the remaining ones.
a What is the probability that Cath's

mug is blue? (1 nrark)
b Jack's mug was white. What is the

probability that Cath's mug is blue?
(1 rnark)

c Briefly explain the significance of knowing
the colour of Jack's mug for the probability
of Cath's mug.

This spinner is spun twice.

(1 rnark)

DVANCED TES

A bucket holds 5 green, 3 red and 2 yellow
balls. Two balls are taken from the bucket to
be used in a game. What is the probability thar
a both balls are red?
b at least one ball is green?

c exactly one ball is green?

There are 10 songs on a playlist. Choosing
'play' a song is randomly selected from the
playlist and played. Two songs are played,
one after the other.
a What is the probability that the same

song is played twice? ('l nra'.
How many songs would need to be on
the playlist so that the probability of the
same song being repeated is less than 5o/"'!

(1 rnar..

Taseefa has these ten cards.

(2 m.:r
(1 rr.:

(l mar.
(1 mar n

What is the probability that:
a the same number will be spun

each time?
b the two numbers add to 6?

(1 mark)
(1 rnark)

c the first number is greater than the second
number? (1 mark)

ffi roo*
q7) 18e-1eo
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a What is the probability that the sum of the

numbers on two cards, chosen randomly
one after the other, is 7 if the cards are
chosen:

i with replacement?
ii without replacement?
What is the probability that a randomly
chosen card is both odd and prime?

(1 nra rk

Taseefa makes up a game where two
cards are chosen one after the other with
replacement. She wins if both cards are not
both odd and prime. If Taseefa continued to
play the game and bet money on the result
would she make a profit or lose money?
Justify your answer with appropriate
calculations.

(2 rnarks
If, in Taseefa's game, the first card is
not replaced will it make a difference to
whether she would make a profit or loss?
Justify your answer. (2 marks
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CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS

Number of times 1 was spun
=24-(8+6)
=10

There are 6 blue marbles.
p(blue) =Z= 6

927
So there are 27 marbles
altogether.
Number of red marbles

=27-(8+6)
=73

P(red) = lf
27

P(blue or red) = L *Z45
=13

20
P(green)

= 1 - P(blue or red)
,13

= I --
20

Total Year 9 students = 86
Number representing in
swimming

=3 +9 +2+ 5

=19
P(swimming)

P(all 3soorts)=2'86
_1

43

P(only cross-country)

=t2
86

_6
43

P(athletics, cross-country,
no swimming)

__6
86
.,

43

Number representing in
exactly 2 sports

=3+5+6
=14

P(exactly 2 sports)
_t4

86

_7
43

Number in swimming or
athletics but not both

=9+5+6+8
=28

P(swimming or athletics but
not both)

=28
86

=t4
43

l4 had not seen either movie.
Number who had seen a movie

=50-14
=36

Now19 +23=42
42-36=6
So 6 students must have seen
both.

+123456
1lt+567
23.1 5678
34567s9
4 5 6 7 il 9 t0

5 6 7 8 9 l0 ll
6 7 8 9 l0 il i2

_7
12

P(even) = 18

36

=_L
2

_7
20

P(8) =a
36

P(less than 4\ = 3-
36

_1.
12

P(sreater than 6) = 21
JO

If the first pen is replaced
there are 10 pens to choose
from,7 of which are blue.
P(blue) = Z

10

If the first pen is not
replaced, 9 pens remain.
6 of which are blue.
P(blue) = 6

9

=Z
1

P(seen both)

SKILLS CHECK PAGE 106

t head, tail

6,7,8,9

2 1,2,3,4,5,6
A,E,G,N,R,S,T

3 P(not k) = 1 -l
26

=25
26

T
H

T

P(HH\ = ]_
4

P(In=|
4

P(one head and one tail)

-_2 =l42
P(at least one head) = 1

4

Totaltees=5+4
-o

P(white) = 4I

YEAR 9 MATHEMATICS
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25=19
86 HHH
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TH

TT
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CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS

8 tees remain, 3 of those are
white.
P(white) = 1

8

If the tee is replaced 4 of
the 9 are white.
P(white) = 4

9

Sample
space

RR
RB
RG
BR
BB
BG
GR
GB
GG

P(one red, one blue) = 2

First
ribbon

Sample
space

PP
PP
PB
PP
PP
PB
BP
BP
BB

Second
ribbon
P

P

B
P

P

B
P

P

B

Paris has a greater chance of
winning because the probabilitr
of getting a 1 or a 3 is higher
than the probability of getting a

2,4 or 5.

First Second Sample
pen pen space

Second
marble
,R
B
G
R
B
G
R
B
G

G<

First
marble

First Second
marble marble

P(BB) = 1

-BBk{\R

-,,8kR<\p

R-r'Bk RBk

\e RB

BKB

BKR

BBK

BR

Firsl
calf

Second Sample
calf space

R<B
B<:
G<I

Sample
space

RB
RG
BR
BG
GR
GB

INTERMEDIATE TEST PAGE 107

1 The probabiliry cannot be:.
2

[The probability of any event
must be between 0 and 1. i is

::.r.". 
than one.l 2

2 If the first peg is red, 4 blue,
2 red and 2 green pegs remain.
Total remaining pegs

=4+2+2
=8

BB
BR
BW
BB
BR
BW
RB
RB
RW
WB

WB

WR

P(BB)= 2
12

=1
6

P(at least I is red) = a
12

=1
2

P(black)= I
J

[There are three calves to
choose from. 1 of these is
black.l

P(1 or 3) =16 = 4-
369

P(Black and Blue) = 2
6

__l
-1

[BkB or BBk]

P(BkB) = 1
2

[The first pen was black
so only consider those
elements of the sample
space that begin with black.]

P(B is first) = 1\
[There are 5 cirds that
could be first and B is one
of those.]

P(C is second) = |
5

[There are 5 cards that
could be second and C is
one of those.l

AB AC AD
BA BC BD
CA CB CD
DA DB DC
EA EB EC

AE
BE
CE
DE
ED

If the first card was replaced
there would be 5 more
possible pairs.

lAA, BB, CC, DD, EEI

P(DE or ED) = 2

25

---/ 
B

e <-n-- \\'

2--/ B
Bt-R

,-/ BntB
- \\'

,--/ BwtB
-R

P(one red, one blue)
_2 _L

63

P(DE or ED) = 2'20
_1

10

P(redpeg) =?=+

Possible outcomes:
HH, HT,TH,TT

1

P(TT\ =;4

ExceI

P(2.4orr=1!=l-36 18

123456
10t2345
2t01234
t210123
4321012
5432101
6543210
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ADVANCED TEST

So, the probability of
getting two blue pencils is
greater if the first pencil is

replaced.

P(Cath's mug is blue)

=z=r63
P(Cath's mug now blue)

_2
5

If the colour of Jack's mug
is not known, then Cath has

an equal chance of getting
any of the mugs so she has
two chances in six of getting
a blue one. But, if we know
that Jack's mug is white,
Cath can't get that mug
so there are now only five
mugs from which she can
choose. She has two chances
in five of getting a blue one.

It doesn't matter what
number is spun first, there
is one chance in five of the
same number occurring
again.

P(same number) = I
5

It doesn't matter which
number is spun first, there
is one chance in five of
spinning a number that
when added to the first
number will make 6.

P(addins to 6) = 1)

P(not the same number)

=1-1
5

_4
5

[Half will have the first
number greater than the
second.]
P(first number is greater)

_2
5

P(neither is green)
5 ..4

=- x 
-109

_2
9

P(at teast one green)

= 1 - P(neither is green)

=l-2
9

_7
9

P(exactly one is green)

=P(GG) +P(GG)
s.s 5..5

=-x-+-x-109109
5-t

P(same sons) = a
10

[It doesn't matter which

song is played first.]

lr 5%= 1

20
So if there were 20 songs

the probability would be

5%. There would need to

be 21 songs.

, If the card is replaced
there are 10 possible
cards that could be
chosen first and 10 that
could be chosen second.
Number of outcomes

=10x10
= 100

Outcomes that have a

sum of 7:

I + 6,2 + 5,3 + 4,4 +3,
5+2and6+l
P(sum of 7)

_6
100
aJ

50

Without replacement
there are only 9 cards
that could be chosen
second.

4 P(RR1= 3 ,2109
_1

15

First Second
pencil pencil

PAGE 108

Sample
space

RG
RB
RB
GR
GB
GB
BR
BG
BB
BR
BG
BB

.<E

.<i
,<}
,<}

' PBB\=Z
t2

_1
6

r P(same colour)
= P(BB)

=1
6

P(first is red) = 1' .' 4

' P(exactly 1 blue)
_8

t2

=Z
3

' P(neither is blue)

= P(RG or GR)
_2

12

=L
6

," P(neither red)
_6

t2

=1
2

P(GB or BG)
_4

t2

=L
3

If pencil is replaced:

P(BB) = 4
16

_1
4
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CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS

Number of outcomes
=10x9
=90

P(sumof 7)= 6

90

_1
15

Odd card numbers are
1,3,5,7 and9.
Prime card numbers are
2,3,5 and7.
Numbers both odd and
prime are 3,5 andT .

P(odd and orimet = -1'10

P(not odd nor prime)

=1- 3

10

-7
10

P(both not odd nor prime)

=7 r710 10

=49
100

Taseefa will lose money.
The probability of winning
is less than one-half.

If the first card is not
replaced:
P(both not odd nor prime)

= 7 ,6109
_7

15

No, it will not make a

difference. The probability
of winning is still less than
half.

PAGE 110

[The total length of the right-
hand side must be the same as

the left-hand side, 10 m. So the
missing measurement on the
right side is 4 m.l

10m

A=5x4+12x6
=20+72
=92

Area is 92 m2.

Itk=-3,
2k')=2 x (-3)'1

=) v Q

=18

x2 =72 + 42

=65

*=Ju
= 8.0622577 ... \

Of the options the value of x is
closest to 8.

0.000476 =4.76x70a
[The decimal point moves
4 places.]

72m

opposite
smu = Eypotenuse

=12
13

D is a pyramid not a prism.

[A is a rectangular prism (or
cube). B is an octagonal prism
and C is a triangular prism.]

835 = 840 (2 significant figures)

[The third figure is not
required. Because it is 5 the
second figure must be rounded
up. The original number was
close to 800 not 80 so the
answer must be close to 800
not 80.1

[Melanie works 6 hours at lYz
times the normal rate of pay.]
Earnings = 6 x 1.5 x $18.60

= $167.40

One microsecond is one-

millionth of a second.
1 000000

4m

10 7 -2(x -3)=7 -2x + 6

= 13 -2x

8m

[The base of the prism is a
triangle.]
Base:1=!x8x6

2

=24
area ofbase =24m2
V= Ah

=24x5
= 1.20

volume = 120 m3

A= 6s2

=6x52
=6x25
= 150

Surface area = 150 m2

392 392
21.3 x 4.8 -102.24

= 3.834 1158 ....

= 3.8 (1 d.p.)

14 ! = 4- x2 is a parabola.
It is'upside down'.
Whenx=0,y=4

11

5m

12

13

7m
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